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The Indirect Effects of Negative Information
on Attitude Change

Numerous studies have demonstrated that negative information cues tend to have a
stronger influence on overall impressions than do positive information cues of equal
intensity. The most commonly cited explanation for this phenomenon is that
negative information is weighted heavily during integration processes in which
diverse information cues are weighted and combined to form unitary impressions.
This paper presents evidence to suggest that cognitive mechanisms other than
information weighting may at least partially explain the negativity effect in the realm
of product communications. Two experiments are described in which negative
product test reports evoked systematic changes in product attribute beliefs that were
not explicitly targeted in the report. These indirect changes in cognitive structure
were found to significantly mediate the relationship between the strength of the
targeted attribute belief and attitude change. Changes in non-targeted attribute
beliefs were weak and non-systematic when valence of the stimulus test reports was
positive.
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A surprisingly consistent finding in many consumer and social psychology

studies is that negative information has a stronger effect than positive information

on a variety of decision outcomes (e.g., Anderson 1965; Arndt 1968; Fiske 1980;

Lutz 1975a; Mizerski 1982; Weinberger 1986). This so-called negativity effect was

the subject of much research interest throughout the 1970s as scholars sought to

understand the phenomenon and determine its implications for marketing policy

and social interactions (see Kanouse 1984 for a review). After a relative decline of

interest during the 1980s, negativity research once again is emerging as an important

topic of inquiry (e.g., Taylor 1991). There remains a need, however, to bring our

comprehension of the negativity effect up to date with respect to advances made in

general persuasion and attitude theory since the 1970s.

The literature on negativity effects largely can be classified into three types

of studies. The first consists of experiments which primarily document the existence

of the effect (see Kanouse 1984; Kanouse and Hanson 1972; and Taylor 1991 for

reviews). Most such studies have followed an input-output procedure in which

stimuli of differing valence and strength were presented to subjects who were

required to form overall opinions or purchase intentions for the entities ostensibly

described. As global evaluations tend to be more negative than would be expected

on the basis of the pre-calibrated stimuli used in these experiments, the existence of

the negativity effect has generally been supported in such investigations. A second

type of study has sought to find variables that moderate the intensity of the

negativity effect (see Weinberger, Allen and Dillon 1981 for a review). In the realm

of product communications, factors such as information source, information format,

and product category have been demonstrated to be effective moderators. Finally, a

number of researchers have sought causal explanations for the negativity effect (see

Skowronski and Carlston 1989 for a review). Although several hypotheses have



emerged, the most prominent is that negative information is disproportionately

weighted during integration processes in which diverse information cues are

weighted and then combined, perhaps in accordance with an adding or averaging

rule, to form unitary impressions.

Acceptance of the overweighting explanation of the negativity effect is

surprisingly widespread despite a lack of direct evidence to support it (Skowronski

and Carlston 1989). The veracity of the explanation is challenged, however, by

empirical evidence in the marketing literature which indicates that mental

operations other than information weighting may at least partially underlie the

negativity effect in the realm of product communications. Specifically, there is

evidence that indirect belief formation or updating processes also may be at work.

That is, evidence suggests that negative information on a given product attribute

could lead message recipients not only to form unfavorable beliefs about that

particular attribute, but it also may lead them to form extreme beliefs about

unknown product attributes or to change their existing beliefs about known product

attributes that are not explicitly targeted in the communication.

Lutz (1975a) offered early evidence of negative information's indirect

effects on attitudes with the finding that test report ratings pertaining to a single

stimulus attribute elicited changes in cognitive structure for non-targeted product

attributes which were greater when the stimulus message was negative than when it

was positive. In a later study, Lutz (1975b) found such non-targeted changes in

cognitive structure to account for more of the variance in attitude change than did

targeted attribute belief changes. Unfortunately, Lutz reported results in an

aggregate form which disallows determination of whether changes in cognitive

structure originated in changes of attribute beliefs, changes in the weights assigned

to those beliefs, or both. Mizerski (1982), on the other hand, offered direct
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evidence that negative test ratings pertaining to a single target attribute led message

recipients to make stronger inferences to correlated, but unknown product

attributes than did positive attribute test ratings. In addition to the effects on non-

targeted attribute beliefs, negative ratings in this case led to the formation of more

extreme beliefs about the targeted product attribute and more extreme overall

product affect.

These three studies suggest that processing operations other than

information weighting may at least partially determine the effects of negative

information on product attitudes. There is a need, however, for more thorough

examination of this question. Given that the existing evidence pertains either to

aggregate changes in cognitive structure (Lutz 1975a; 1975b), or to changes in only

the belief component of cognitive structure (Mizerski 1982), the evidence on

cognitive responses to negative information is incomplete. Furthermore, the

emphasis of these early studies on outcome measures, as opposed to process

measures, of cognitive response mechanisms limits the insights to be gained from

this work.

The objective of this paper is to report the results of two experiments which

explicitly examined both attribute belief changes and attribute importance changes

elicited by negative test reports about a known brand. Indirect effects of the test

reports were measured for multiple product attributes that were either strongly or

weakly correlated with the attribute explicitly targeted in the report. This allowed

for a more general investigation of negative information's indirect effects on

attitudes than was possible in Mizerski's (1982) study where only correlated product

attributes were employed. Finally, in order to gain deeper insight into the

processing mechanisms underlying the negativity effect, two procedures were

followed. First, outcome measures of non-targeted belief and importance changes
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were explicitly tested for mediation of the relationship between targeted belief

formation processes and attitude change; and second, process tracing measures in

the form of thought listings were collected and analyzed for evidence of processing

differences attributable to test report valence.

The importance of improving our understanding about the operation of the

negativity effect can be seen if one considers the task of designing communication

strategies to limit the adverse effects of negative product information such as might

appear in a product testing report. If the effects of the message are limited to the

product feature that was explicitly denigrated in the report, remedial action might

concentrate on reducing the perceived importance of that attribute to the consumer.

On the other hand, if the effects of the negative information are likely to spread to

other product beliefs, this type of response would be much less effective. Instead,

attention would have to focus on restoring the network of product beliefs to a

previous, more favorable, level. Although the research reported here does not

explicitly consider the question of optimal response to negative product information,

it does offer insight for future work with that objective. This topic is discussed

further at the paper's conclusion.

BACKGROUND

In the 1960s and early 1970s when much of the existing research on

negativity effects was conducted, attitude and persuasion researchers placed heavy

emphasis on understanding information integration mechanisms and identifying

simple mathematical models for their representation. The focus on weighting

explanations for negativity effects thus was a natural outcome of more general

research interests of the time (Wojciszke, Brycz and Borkenau 1993). Later work,

however, took a more complete view of human information processing behavior,
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emphasizing the roles of such additional processing phases as information encoding

and elaboration, and memory retrieval in determining overall evaluations and

judgments (e.g., Lynch and Srull 1980). Even more recently, researchers have

recognized that message recipients may follow low-effort routes to persuasion which

bypass extensive information processing operations entirely, allowing individuals to

form opinions on the basis of heuristic decision rules (Chaiken 1980) or peripheral

message cues (Petty and Cacioppo 1986). Only when consumers have the

motivation, opportunity and ability to extensively process encountered messages are

they currently thought to engage in the types of detailed processing operations that

attracted heavy research attention during the 1970s.

Research on the negativity effect has not kept pace with these

developments in attitude and persuasion theory. Although interest in the negativity

phenomenon has recently reemerged, the focus has been primarily on finding

motivational or behavioral explanations for why message recipients would react

differently to negative and positive information (Peeters and Czapinski 1990; Taylor

1991), or on identifying boundary conditions for the operation of the negativity

effect (Skowronski and Carlston 1987; Wojciszke, Brycz and Borkenau 1993).

Efforts to reexamine the processes by which negative and positive information

influence attitudes have been notably absent from the literature. And yet, there is

strong reason to believe that processing mechanisms may indeed differ for the two

information types.

A review of the extant negativity literature suggests that negative

information may attract more attention and evoke more elaborate processing by

message recipients than is true of positive information. Pratto and John (1991) offer

experimental evidence that negative information may be attended to automatically,

without conscious effort on the part of the individual. Furthermore, several studies



have found that response times for experimental tasks are longer when test stimuli

are negative rather than positive (Derryberry 1991; Fiske 1980; Graziano, Brother

and Bersheid 1980). Although other explanations can be found to account for these

effects, each is consistent with the hypothesis that processing of negative messages is

more extensive than that of positive messages. Finally, a number of Darwinian

arguments have been raised to suggest why negative information would be subject to

special scrutiny; essentially, such behavior may increase an individual's chances of

survival, or minimally, reduce the likelihood that s/he encounters negative

outcomes (Kanouse and Hanson 1972; Peeters and Czapinski 1990; Pratto and John

1991; Taylor 1991). In the parlance of persuasion research, these arguments suggest

that recipients of negative signals may be motivated to process such information

extensively so as to fully comprehend it and formulate appropriate responses.

Individuals engaged in intensive processing of message arguments are

thought to extensively elaborate on those arguments. During elaboration, message

recipients seek to discern the meaning of the message and to relate it to other

information or knowledge stored in memory. In the context of marketing

communications, this would imply that attribute information contained in an

elaborated message would be related to other product attribute beliefs held by the

message recipient. As a consequence, one might expect that prior attribute beliefs

would be updated in order to improve their consistency with the newly encountered

information. It is not likely, however, that all attribute beliefs would be equally

susceptible to such updating procedures. Rather, the systematic nature of

elaborative processing would argue that the product attributes most closely related

to those attributes mentioned in the communication would have the greatest

propensity for change. Such well-reasoned and effortful changes in both targeted
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and non-targeted product beliefs, moreover, would be likely to elicit strong attitude

change on the part of message recipients.

Individuals who follow a less effortful route to persuasion, on the other

hand, are less likely to engage in extensive message elaboration. Thought processes

of such individuals might focus on evaluations of the communication's source and

other characteristics or on assessments of message importance. As message

importance can be assessed without full consideration of the message's implications,

thoughts related to message importance do not necessarily reflect intensive

processing activity. Although heavy processing of message claims would not rule out

assessments of message importance, the allocation of processing capacity to message

elaborations in this situation might limit the capacity that can be devoted to

importance deliberations. Thoughts of message importance thus might be more

prevalent under moderate rather than heavy message processing conditions. The

focus of processing activity in low and moderate processing situations on non-

elaborative mechanisms makes updating of non-targeted product attributes unlikely.

If updating were to occur in these situations, moreover, it probably would not be

systematic and, thus, would not strongly relate to attitude change.

HYPOTHESES

The preceding discussion suggests six research hypotheses to be tested. The

hypotheses are meant to contrast negative and positive communications under

conditions where features other than message valence which might elicit extensive

message processing are absent. This is not to imply that positive information will

never elicit extensive processing activity, but rather that it will not do so

automatically. While negative information also may fail to elicit such scrutiny in

some situations, this event is less likely. Greater discussion of conditions which



might moderate negative and positive message processing intensity is reserved until

the general discussion section below.

Hla: Negative product messages will be more intensively processed than

positive product messages, thereby leading to greater elaboration of negative

message content.

Hib: Elaboration thoughts will dominate thoughts of message importance

in recipients' cognitive responses to negative product communications.

H2a: Message recipients will form more extreme beliefs about attributes

that are explicitly targeted in product communications when message valence is

negative rather than positive.

H2b: As a result of extensive claim elaboration, negative product messages

will elicit changes in non-targeted product beliefs pertaining to attributes that are

perceived to be correlated with those targeted in the communication.

H3a: Changes in non-targeted product attribute beliefs elicited by negative

product messages will lead to greater attitude change than is realized by positive

product messages of equal intensity.

H3b: Changes in non-targeted attribute beliefs will mediate the

relationship between targeted attribute beliefs and attitude change for negative

product communications.
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Consistent with the preceding discussion, explicit hypotheses were not

formulated for cognitive responses to positive messages as these are likely to depend

on the level of processing activity elicited by other features of the communication or

setting. Under the conditions of the research described here, where subjects

examined ostensibly objective brand ratings in an experimental setting, base level

processing of all stimulus messages was likely to be moderate. Subjects receiving

positive stimulus messages in this research thus might be expected to respond with

attribute importance assessments and/or source evaluations. Absent other stimuli

that would lead to very intensive processing of message content, positive product

messages would not be expected to elicit extensive elaboration nor, therefore, would

they be expected to cause systematic changes in non-targeted product attribute

beliefs.

EXPERIMENT 1

Design and Stimulus Materials

The first experiment employed a randomized between-subjects design with

one independent variable at two levels (test report positive or negative). The design

also included two control groups who saw neutral reports about the target brands,

and whose average responses were used to estimate change in the non-targeted

attribute beliefs and importance evaluations of the experimental groups. Random

assignment of subjects minimized the risk that control groups differed systematically

from treatment groups. Manipulation checks reported below added further

assurance of group equivalence. This between-subjects design controls for demand

effects which sometimes are strong in pretest-posttest designs. It does have the

drawback, however, of yielding only indirect measures of belief and importance

changes.
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Video cameras were chosen as the product category for the research on the

basis of pretest results showing differences in the magnitudes of perceived

correlations among the product's attributes. As non-targeted belief and importance

changes may vary with the magnitude of attribute correlations, a complete analysis

of indirect negativity effects on attitudes requires such differences across attributes.

A pretest sample was asked to rate 15 pairs of camera attributes to indicate their

strength of association. Following John, Scott, and Bettman (1986), ratings were

collected on a 21-point scale with labels "perfectly negatively related" (-10),

"unrelated" (0), and "perfectly positively related" ( + 10). Results showed that light

adaptation (the ability of the camera to adjust to varying light conditions, hereafter

referred to as ADAPT) was strongly related to picture sharpness and color accuracy

(average ratings of 5.75 and 6.08 for SHARP and COLOR, respectively) and was

weakly related to weight and sound quality (average ratings of 1.58 and 1.75 for

WEIGHT and SOUND, respectively) 1 . On the basis of these results, light

adaptation was selected as the target attribute for the treatment test reports.

Insert Figure 1 about here

Valence was manipulated with positive and negative evaluations of the

target camera's light adaptation feature. Pretesting was used to identify two sets of

evaluative comments with equal polarization on an 11-point scale with labels

"extremely negative" (-5), "neutral" (0), and "extremely positive" (+5). In addition to

the two treatment evaluations, a neutral evaluation was identified for use with

control group subjects. As seen in Figure 1, stimulus materials showed a brand-by-

attribute matrix which, subjects were told, had appeared in a consumer purchasing

guide such as Consumer Reports. Four brands of video camera were included in the
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table, of which one (Alpha) was clearly superior to the others and one (Gamma)

was clearly inferior. Of the two neutral brands, Beta was found in pretesting to have

a slightly more favorable evaluation than Delta. A strong manipulation thus was

realized by presenting the negative test report for the Beta brand, while using the

positive test report for the Delta brand. Control group stimuli were formed by

applying the neutral test report to each of the two brands. Test report statements

and their valence ratings are shown in Figure 2.

Insert Figure 2 about here

Message inconsistency, or incongruency, provides an alternative explanation

for the negativity effect in many communications studies. To avoid this possible

confound, it was necessary to control for the consistency of stimulus test reports with

subjects' initial beliefs. Toward this end, a third pretest sample was shown the brand

information in Figure 1, following which they saw the description of the light

adaptation test. They then were asked to rate the consistency of each brand/report

combination with their initial brand impressions on a 7-point scale labelled

"extremely inconsistent" and "extremely consistent" at the endpoints. As expected,

no significant differences were found in average consistency ratings for the

negative/Beta and positive/Delta descriptions (2.91 and 3.09, respectively; t =0.22,

p =.83), nor for the two neutral brand descriptions (5.36 and 4.82, respectively;

t = 1.0, p =.34). Moreover, the two treatment stimuli were seen to be more

inconsistent than the neutral stimuli, assuring a strong experimental manipulation.

As an additional precaution against weak manipulations and confounding of valence

effects with consistency effects, subjects receiving positive or negative treatments in
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experiment 1 were excluded from analysis if their ratings of perceived message

consistency were higher than the scale midpoint.

Subjects and Procedure

Subjects were 115 MBA students enrolled in an introductory marketing

course at a graduate-level business school who participated as a partial course

requirement. Four subjects were excluded for incomplete information. Subjects

were told that the purpose of the research was to study the effects of consumer

purchasing guides on product opinions. They were first instructed to examine the

brand information presented in Figure 1, which they were told had been copied

from a consumer purchasing guide. They were informed that fictitious brand names

had been used in order to avoid the tendency to draw upon prior knowledge of the

brands. After reviewing this material, subjects indicated on a 7-point scale how

likely it was ("not at all/extremely") that they would purchase each of the four

brands if they were in the market for this type of product. Additionally, subjects

indicated their attitudes toward each of the brands on three 7-point scales labelled

"bad/good", "negative/positive" and "unfavorable/favorable" at the endpoints

(Chronbach alpha =0.94). The purpose of this initial evaluation stage was to assure

that subjects had carefully read the attribute information and to force them to form

an initial opinion about each of the brands. During this task subjects were free to

refer back to the matrix of brand information.

The experimental manipulation was delivered in the second part of the

questionnaire. Subjects were told that the purchasing guide included information

about an additional attribute for which the cameras had been tested in a laboratory

setting. They then saw either the neutral, the positive, or the negative evaluation of

the target brand according to group assignment. Subjects were allowed to examine
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the stimulus material at their own pace, but were informed that they would not be

able to refer back to it once they had turned past it.

Immediately after examining the stimulus material subjects were asked to

write down as many thoughts as they could remember having while reading the

preceding page. Following this, subjects indicated their beliefs about ADAPT,

SHARP, COLOR, WEIGHT, and SOUND for the target brand on 7-point semantic

differential scales. Posttest attitudes toward the target brand were measured using

the three scales described above, and attribute importances were measured using a

100-point constant sum scale. Finally, subjects indicated on 7-point scales how

consistent the stimulus message had been with their prior impressions of the target

brand ("extremely inconsistent/extremely consistent"), and how accurate, credible

and trustworthy ("not at all/entirely" on a 7-point scale) they felt the camera report

to be. These latter three items were later averaged to form a single credibility scale

(Chronbach alpha = 0.88).

Results

Manipulation checks. A series of tests verified that pretreatment brand

evaluations were higher for Beta than for Delta, and that evaluations were

equivalent across groups. A between-subjects ANOVA on initial purchase

intentions with brands as a within-subjects factor found a significant effect of brands,

but not groups (F=18.84, p<.001 for brands; F=0.19, p = .90 for groups). Purchase

intention ratings, averaged across all groups, were 4.73 and 3.97 for Beta and Delta,

respectively. ANOVA on attitude ratings for the two brands produced similar

results (F=41.01, p <.001 for brands; F=0.98, p = .41 for groups). Average attitude

ratings across groups were 5.15 and 4.45 for Beta and Delta, respectively. From

these tests we can conclude that differences in attitude change across the
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experimental groups are due to differences in the experimental manipulation rather

than to pretest group differences.

To verify that the neutral stimulus had no effect on control group

evaluations of the target brands, attitude change, as assessed by the difference in

postmessage and premessage ratings, was tested separately for each control group

under the null hypothesis of zero change. As expected, the test failed to achieve

significance for both of the control groups (average change equalled -0.14 for the

Beta control group, t = -1.06, p = 0.30, and -0.09 for the Delta control group, t =-0.49,

p =0.63).

Finally, a series of tests were run to verify that test stimuli were perceived as

intended. A first test showed that average light adaptation ratings, as expected,

were highest for subjects in the positive treatment (6.5), lowest for subjects in the

negative treatment (1.62), and intermediate for the two control groups (5.11 for

Beta; 4.86 for Delta). ANOVA showed the overall differences between groups to

be significant (F=85.05, p< .001), with no significant differences being found

between the two control groups in post hoc analyses. A second ANOVA showed

that there were no significant differences in perceived message credibility across

groups (F=1.25, p =.30). Finally, ANOVA showed that perceived message

consistency differed significantly across the set of four groups (F=16.97, p < .001),

but that the two treatment groups were not significantly different (2.71 and 3.11 for

Beta and Delta, respectively), nor were the two control groups (4.85 and 4.51 for

Beta and Delta, respectively). These latter two tests rule out message credibility

and inconsistency as alternative explanations for negativity effects in experiment 1.

Message Elaboration. The first hypothesis predicted that the negative test

report would elicit greater processing and, hence, more elaboration of its content



than would the positive test report. Furthermore, elaboration thoughts were

expected to dominate importance thoughts in cognitive responses to the negative

report. Hypotheses were tested with thought listing data provided by subjects

immediately following exposure to the test material. Two coders, blind to

experimental hypotheses, separated subjects' thoughts into seven categories of

information processing activity as seen in Table 1. Initial agreement among the

coders was 85%; disagreements were resolved through discussion.

The first category in Table 1 represents simple affective responses of

disappointment or contentment with message content; the second includes any

evaluative comments about the message source. Comments included in these two

categories did not indicate any direct thinking about the light adaptation feature

and, thus, were felt to represent low levels of message processing activity. The third

category includes statements of the message content in subjects' own words ("Beta

did poorly") and questions about message interpretation (e.g., "What does excellent

mean?"), which seemed to be indicative of message encoding operations. The

fourth category includes all statements indicating that the respondent was trying to

determine the importance or weight that should be accorded the light adaptation

feature. As the third and fourth categories indicate processing of message claims in

isolation from other information, they were felt to represent higher levels of

processing activity than categories 1 and 2, but lower levels than categories 5 and 6

which are discussed next. The fifth category includes requests by subjects for more

information about other brands or attributes, and the sixth category includes any

statements which indicated that subjects were reviewing, attempting recall, or trying

to relate previously seen information to the new information about the light

adjustment feature. Given that these latter two categories refer to message

processing in relation to other information, they were thought to reflect the highest
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level of message processing activity. Finally, the last category includes all

statements about changes or reinforcements of overall product ratings and

evaluations that resulted from seeing the new attribute information.

As seen in Table 1, the average number of elaboration thoughts per

respondent was significantly higher in the negative test condition than the positive

test condition (t=2.95, p <.01), whereas the number of attribute importance

assessments was significantly higher in the positive test condition than the negative

test condition (t = 2.18, p = .04). No other between group differences were

significant. Furthermore, recipients of the negative test report concentrated the

greatest number of their thoughts on message elaborations, with importance

judgments being second, but far fewer, in number (t =2.35, p=.02). Combined,

elaborations and importance judgments accounted for 45% of all responses to the

negative stimulus report. Recipients of the positive test report, in contrast,

concentrated the highest number of their thoughts on attribute importance

assessments followed by message elaborations. In the positive test condition these

two categories accounted for 51% of all cognitive responses.

The results in Table 1 strongly support hypotheses la and lb. Heavy

elaboration of message content in the negative test condition is consistent with the

hypothesis that negative product communications are subject to intensive

processing. The prominence of importance judgments among positive treatment

recipients suggests that the positive test report was processed less deeply than the

negative test report.

Belief Formation and Change. The second hypothesis predicted that

recipients of the negative treatment would form more extreme beliefs about the

targeted light adaptation attribute than would their positive treatment counterparts.
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Additionally, the negative test report was hypothesized to elicit changes in attribute

beliefs that were not targeted in the report but were correlated with the attribute

that was targeted. The positive test report was not expected to lead to systematic

changes in non-targeted attribute beliefs. Table 2 shows the difference in average

belief and importance ratings for each treatment group and its corresponding

control group. In order to yield more stable measures for non-targeted attribute

beliefs and importances, results were averaged across SHARP and COLOR to form

single measures for related attributes, and across WEIGHT and SOUND to form

single measures for unrelated attributes.

Insert Table 2 about here

Given that positive and negative test reports did not pertain to the same

brand in experiment 1, hypothesis 2a was tested by computing the deviation of each

treatment group from its respective control group, and then comparing the absolute

magnitudes of this deviation measure across the two treatment groups. As seen in

Table 2, subjects who received a negative evaluation of the light adaptation feature

of the Beta brand formed significantly more negative beliefs about this feature than

did those who saw a neutral evaluation (t =12.76, p <.001). Similarly, subjects who

received a positive evaluation of the light adaptation feature of the Delta brand

formed significantly more positive beliefs about this feature than did those who

received a neutral evaluation (t =5.49, p < .001). As predicted by the second

hypothesis, however, the deviation of test group from control group was significantly

greater in the negative test condition (t =7.00, p < .001).

As predicted in hypothesis 2b, subjects receiving a negative stimulus also

formed more negative beliefs about product attributes that were related to the light
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adaptation feature (t =1.84, p =.08), but not about those that were unrelated to this

feature (t = 0.23, p=.83). No other between-group differences were significant for

the Beta brand. Furthermore, the positive treatment group did not significantly

differ from its control group in beliefs about non-targeted product attributes,

regardless of correlation with the target attribute (p>.10). These results are

supportive of hypothesis 2b.

Interestingly, the difference between the positive group and its control

group in ratings of attribute importance for non-targeted, but correlated attributes

was significant (t = 2.6, p =.01). Lower importance ratings for related attributes

corresponded with higher perceived importance of the target attribute. Although

the targeted importance effect failed to reach significance (p =.12), it balanced the

effect of the related attributes, as was required by the constant-sum scale used to

measure importances.

In sum, the results in Table 2 are supportive of the second hypothesis.

Although a lack of pretest belief measures prohibited confirmation of initial

equality among control and experimental groups, the pattern of postmessage beliefs

is consistent with the hypothesized processing mechanisms. Specifically, it appears

that negative treatment recipients changed their beliefs about non-targeted, but

correlated product attributes in addition to forming extreme beliefs about the target

attribute. Positive treatment recipients, on the other hand, do not appear to have

systematically changed their beliefs about non-targeted product attributes although

they did change some judgments of attribute importance. The results in Table 2

thus support hypothesis 2, and confirm the results of the thought listing analysis

which indicated high elaboration of message content among subjects in the negative

test condition and greater focus on attribute importance assessments among subjects

in the positive test condition.



Attitude Change and Mediation. The third hypothesis predicted that

attitude change would be greater for negative stimulus recipients than positive

stimulus recipients, and that non-targeted belief change would mediate the

relationship between targeted belief strength and attitude change for negative

stimulus recipients. Differences in the magnitude of the attitude changes seen in

Table 2 were tested by first reversing the scale for subjects in the negative condition.

As predicted by the third hypothesis, attitude change was significantly greater for

the negative group than for the positive group (t =3.44, p =.001).

Hypothesis 3b was tested in accordance with a procedure proposed by

Baron and Kenny (1986). Succinctly, to demonstrate mediation by non-targeted

belief and importance changes, the test requires that 1) a regression of attitude

change on targeted belief strength be significant, 2) a regression of non-targeted

belief change or importance change on targeted belief strength be significant, and 3)

in a regression of attitude change on both targeted belief strength and non-targeted

belief or importance change, the latter be significant. In addition, the parameter

value of the targeted belief variable must be smaller in the third regression than in

the first. A failure at step 1 or 2 of this test is a clear rejection of the mediation

hypothesis. Failure at step 3, however, is often ambiguous, as correlation between

the two independent variables included in this regression may reduce the

significance of one or both of them, as well as strongly affecting their parameter

values. In this situation, a full examination of the variation in parameter values and

significance levels across the three regression models may shed some light on

mediation patterns. Evidence that the mediator reduces the effect of the

independent variable in relation to the first regression indicates that mediation may

be occurring.
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As direct measures of non-targeted belief and importance change were not

available in the between-subjects design employed in experiment 1, these quantities

were estimated by subtracting from each experimental group member's postmessage

belief and importance ratings the corresponding average rating from the relevant

control group. For ease of exposition, attitude change and all belief measures were

reverse coded for subjects in the negative treatment so that larger numbers

pertained to more extreme responses in the direction of the stimulus test report.

Each non-targeted belief and importance variable was tested separately as a

mediating effect for each of the experimental groups. In addition, importance

ratings of the target attribute were tested for mediation. Results of each test appear

in Table 3.

As required in step 1 of the mediation test, attitude change was significantly

related to strength of the targeted attribute belief when the stimulus report was

negative. At step 2 of the mediation test in the negative condition, both the targeted

attribute importance ratings and the non-targeted, but related belief change

measures were found to be significant. Each of these variables failed, however, at

step 3 of the mediation test. Rejection of the mediation hypothesis for the

importance variable is based on the exceedingly low significance of the mediator in

the third regression. The substantial drop in significance of the targeted belief

variable, nevertheless, may indicate a mediational effect. The test of related belief

change was equally ambiguous, given that the parameter of the targeted belief

variable fell only slightly and it's t-value was reduced only slightly when related

belief change was added to the model. Furthermore, the significance of the

mediator in the third regression failed to reach the levels considered acceptable for

most theoretical research. Problems of variable collinearity may be responsible for

the weakness of these mediation test results.
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In the positive test condition, step 1 of the mediation test showed that

attitude change was significantly related to the strength of the targeted attribute

belief. In this case, all variables with the exception of unrelated importance change

satisfied step 2 of the mediation test. Rejection of the mediation hypothesis was

reasonably clear on the basis of low mediator significance and small changes in

significance of the targeted belief strength variable, nonetheless, for all of the effects

except targeted attribute importance. This latter variable had the effect of reducing

both the magnitude and the significance of the targeted belief parameter in the third

regression model, although the significance of its own parameter was unacceptably

low. These results again suggest a mediation effect that is not fully supported by the

test because of collinearity among the model's variables.

In sum, the tests of H3b are ambiguous. Although there is some evidence

that related belief change and targeted attribute importance judgments may have

mediated the effect of the negative test report on attitude change, the results were

not strong enough to overcome possible problems of variable collinearity in a

regression model. The same can be said for the effects of targeted attribute

importance as a mediator of the positive test report on attitude change. It

nevertheless is encouraging that the mediation test was consistent with tests of the

first two hypotheses in finding some support for the related attribute belief change

variable when the test report was negatively valenced, but not when it was positively

valenced. Evidence that targeted attribute importance judgments played a role in

persuasion for the positive test report also was consistent with tests of the first two

hypotheses.
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Discussion

The results of the first experiment are encouraging, although some of the

hypothesized effects were too weak to achieve significance. Ambiguity of the

mediation tests in particular argue for replication of the experiment under

conditions designed to elicit stronger responses to stimulus messages. Test

conclusions would be firmer, moreover, on the basis of a within-subjects design in

which non-targeted attribute belief and importance changes were measured directly

rather than being estimated. Experiment 2 was undertaken with these objectives in

mind.

EXPERIMENT 2

Design and Stimulus Materials

Experiment 2 employed a pretest-postest design in which subjects' attribute

beliefs and importance evaluations, as well as their attitudes, were measured both

24 hours before exposure to the stimulus communications, and immediately

afterward. Stimulus materials were similar to those used in experiment 1 although

negative and positive test reports pertained to the same brand in experiment 2,

obviating the need for control groups. The time delay incorporated in the design of

this experiment made it highly important that subjects formed clear impressions of

each described brand during the first, or impression formation, stage of the study.

Toward this end, an attempt was made to increase the realism and the scope of the

stimulus materials. It was hoped that a higher level of realism also would encourage

greater participant involvement, bolstering the strength of the observed outcomes

over those of experiment 1.

As seen in Figure 3, the brand-by-attribute matrix used to create initial

impressions in experiment 2 used real brand names and product descriptions for all
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but the target brand, which had the fictitious but realistic name 'Technia".

Pretesting showed the target brand to be perceived as a relatively neutral brand,

with an average attitude rating of 3.3 on a 5-point scale and an average purchase

likelihood of 2.7 on a 5-point scale. To prevent undue attention to the fictitious

Technia brand, a second brand with relatively low familiarity ratings, Fujix, was also

included in the test materials.

Following the format of an actual consumer purchasing guide, the

information matrix included results of both technical tests and jury tests, presented

in both numeric and symbolic format. Two additional product features, ZOOM and

BATTERY duration, were included in the attribute matrix for experiment 2. The

ZOOM feature was found in pretesting to be perceived as having a strong

correlation with the light adaptation feature (4.8 on the 21-point scale described for

experiment 1) whereas BATTERY was perceived to have a low correlation (0.5 on

the same scale). Ratings of these attributes were combined in subsequent analyses

with those of SHARP and COLOR in the first case, and WEIGHT and SOUND in

the second case to form overall indices of related and unrelated attributes.

A test report on the light adaptation feature again was used to deliver the

stimulus message. This time, however, instead of delivering a qualitative message

about only the target brand, the report rated each brand included in the initial

information matrix, as seen in Figure 4. This manipulation further increased the

realism of the test materials. Pretest subjects who saw either the negative or the

positive stimulus along with the impression formation materials rated the two

Technia test reports as being equally polarized from the midpoint of a 10-point scale

anchored "extremely negative" and "extremely positive" (t = 0.29, p =.77), and equally

consistent with their initial impressions of both the vision-related attributes of the



Technia brand (t = 0.37, p=.72) and their overall impressions of the brand (t = 0.12,

p =.91).

Subjects and Procedure

Subjects in experiment 2 were 40 MBA students who participated

voluntarily in return for a chance to win a lottery prize with a value of $200. Six

subjects were excluded from final analysis because of incomplete or unusable

results. As in experiment 1, subjects were told that the study concerned the effects

of consumer purchasing guides on product opinions. In the first part of the study,

subjects were given a questionnaire containing the brand-by-attribute matrix

followed by a three-item, 5-point attitude scale for each of the four brands ("poor

value/good value", "useless/useful", "low quality/high quality"; Chronbach

alpha =.84). This attitude scale was different from that used in the first study

because of debriefing comments made by experiment 1 subjects about the use of

three scales which they saw as being equivalent. In addition to the three attitude

scales, subjects completed a 5-point purchase likelihood scale for each of the brands,

an open-ended question asking for their general brand impressions, a set of 9-point

semantic differential scales assessing attribute beliefs for the Fujix and Technia

brands, and finally a 5-point scale of attribute importance ("not at all

important/extremely important"). The importance scale was changed from the

constant-sum format used in experiment 1 so as to reduce the dependence of

importance ratings across attributes.

Subjects were given as much time as needed to examine stimulus materials

and respond to the subsequent questions. Approximately twenty-four hours after

completing this first questionnaire, subjects were given a second questionnaire. This

document first presented the light adaptation test report, after which thought listings
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were requested and postmessage brand attitudes and attribute importances were

collected. Attribute evaluations were collected only for the Technia brand. Finally,

a series of questions asked for subjects' perceptions of message valence, message

credibility and message consistency with vision-related attributes and with prior

brand impressions.

Results

Manipulation checks. A series of t-tests verified that the two experimental

groups did not significantly differ in pretest ratings of Technia product attributes,

nor in their overall attitudes toward the Technia brand (p> .15). Furthermore,

posttest ratings of message valence and consistency did not significantly differ across

the groups (p >.55). A significant difference did appear in message credibility

ratings across the two groups (t= 1.81, p =.08), with the positive test report being

seen as somewhat more credible (4.79 on a 7-point scale) than the negative test

report (3.97 on a 7-point scale). Given that message credibility was measured only

after all other constructs pertaining to the hypothesized effects, the implications of

this unanticipated outcome are unclear. Although the two stimulus reports may

have inherently differed in credibility, pretest results argue against this. Another

possibility, supported by the thought listing data reported below, is that positive

treatment recipients simply thought more about message credibility than did

negative treatment recipients, which led them to give more extreme ratings when

asked about this topic. The difference in credibility ratings thus may represent an

experimental effect rather than a manipulation failure. With no objective means of

determining true levels of message credibility, this question cannot readily be

resolved. The problem is not very severe, however, since increasing the credibility

of the positive stimulus relative to the negative stimulus is likely to diminish any
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differences in their persuasive effects, thereby rendering tests of the proposed

hypotheses more, rather than less, conservative.

Message Elaboration. As seen in Table 1, the average number of

elaboration thoughts in the negative condition of experiment 2 was more than twice

the number in the positive condition. This difference is highly significant (t =2.95,

p < .01). Furthermore, elaboration thoughts again dominated importance thoughts

among negative test report recipients (t =3.93, p < .01), although the average number

of importance thoughts increased over that seen in experiment 1. Message

elaborations accounted for 51% of all responses to the negative stimulus in

experiment 2, with importance thoughts accounting for another 18% of total

thoughts, yielding 69% for the two categories combined. These results support

hypotheses la and lb.

Further examination of Table 1 reveals that the positive test report elicited

roughly equal numbers of source evaluations, attribute importance assessments and

message elaborations. Combined, these three categories accounted for 72% of all

responses to the positive stimulus report. The between-group difference in the

number of source evaluations was significant in experiment 2 (t =1.78, p =.08),

whereas the difference in the number of importance assessments was not (t = 0.92,

p =.36). Moreover, the difference in the number of information requests made by

the two groups was significant (t =2.19, p =.04). The set of results seem to indicate

that processing of stimulus materials was indeed heavier in experiment 2 than in

experiment 1. The focus of processing activity, however, was much more

concentrated for negative treatment recipients than for positive treatment

recipients.
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Belief Formation and Change. Differences in the strength of target

attribute beliefs were assessed in experiment 2 by calculating each individual's

deviation from the scale midpoint. As seen in Table Z the average deviation was

larger for the negative treatment group, although not significantly (t =1.59, p = .12).

Hypothesis 2a thus was not supported in experiment 2. As predicted in hypothesis

2b, however, belief change pertaining to non-targeted, but related product attributes

was significantly greater for negative treatment recipients than for positive

treatment recipients (t =2.67, p=.01). This is consistent with the thought listing data

suggesting greater message elaboration on the part of subjects in the negative

condition.

Unlike experiment 1, where effects pertaining to attribute importances were

more evident in the positive than the negative test condition, the two treatment

groups in experiment 2 showed no significant differences in their ratings of attribute

importance. Ratings pertaining to the target attribute were slightly higher in the

positive treatment group, but this difference failed to achieve significance (t =0.70,

p =.49). Comparisons of the importance ratings also are consistent with the thought

listing data in which the number of thoughts about attribute importance was seen to

be similar across the two groups.

Attitude Change and Mediation. As seen in Table 2, the magnitude of

attitude change (but not the direction) was nearly identical for the two groups in

experiment 2 (t =0.08, p=.94). This contradicts hypothesis 3a. Hypothesis 3b was

tested according to the same procedure followed in experiment 1. As seen in Table

4, the mediation test was significant for both the targeted attribute importance

variable and the related belief change variable in the negative treatment condition.

Furthermore, mediation failed to achieve significance for unrelated belief changes
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in the negative condition, as well as for both of the belief change variables in the

positive treatment condition. These results confirm and strengthen the results of the

mediation test in experiment 1, and strongly support hypothesis 3b.

In the positive treatment condition, regression tests again provided

ambiguous evidence of targeted importance judgments mediating the belief

formation/attitude change process. There is also some evidence that unrelated

importance change may have had a mediating effect but, given the small changes in

significance and strength of the targeted belief variable, this evidence is weak.

Discussion

Results of the second experiment for the most part confirmed those of

experiment 1. Thought listing data yielded evidence of greater message elaboration

among negative treatment recipients which appears to have evoked subsequent

changes in recipients' beliefs about product attributes that were not explicitly

targeted in the test report but were correlated with the attribute that was targeted.

No systematic changes in non-targeted, non-correlated product attribute beliefs

were observed in either experiment. Changes in both targeted, and correlated non-

targeted attribute beliefs, moreover, were found to systematically relate to changes

in overall attitudes toward the target brand. In total, the two experiments yielded

empirical evidence that is consistent with the intensive, elaborative processing

mechanisms hypothesized to follow from negative information exposure.

Experiment 2 also offered evidence of targeted attribute importance assessments

contributing to persuasion. Although there was some indication of this in

experiment 1, the results were very much weaker. It appears from the outcomes of

both of these tests that differential weighting mechanisms and indirect belief change

mechanisms may both contribute to produce observed negativity effects.
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The two experiments also were consistent in finding that positive stimulus

reports produced no systematic effects on non-targeted product attribute beliefs,

regardless of perceived attribute correlations. Both studies showed importance

thoughts equalling or exceeding message elaborations when the stimulus report was

positive, although neither study found strong evidence of importance thoughts

mediating the relationship between targeted attribute belief formation and attitude

change. The weakness of the mediation test, however, may be due to high

correlation between targeted attribute belief strengths and targeted attribute

importance ratings.

Despite the broad similarity of results across the two studies, there were two

hypotheses for which test results conflicted. First, extremity of the targeted attribute

belief was greater in the negative rather than positive condition of experiment 1, but

was very similar across the two conditions of experiment 2. Similarly, the magnitude

of attitude change was greater in the negative rather than positive condition of

experiment 1, but was very similar across the two conditions of experiment 2. One

possible cause of this divergence of results is that high perceived credibility of the

positive test report in experiment 2 rendered this stimulus more effective. As

indicated above, however, pretest results showing equal credibility of the two

reports cast doubt on this interpretation.

An alternative explanation centers on differences in the measures used to

test the research hypotheses in the two studies. Several researchers have produced

evidence suggesting that individuals tend to see the neutral point of an evaluative

scale as falling on the positive side of the objective scale midpoint (see Kanouse and

Hanson 1972). If this is the case, then extremity measures which assess the

deviation of a belief rating from its scale midpoint would tend to underestimate the

extremity of negative beliefs and overestimate the extremity of positive beliefs. As



deviations from scale midpoints were used to test for belief extremity in experiment

2 but not experiment 1, this explanation would account for the conflicting test results

pertaining to hypothesis 2a.

Divergence of the test results pertaining to attitude change also may stem

from measurement differences across the two studies. Attitude scales in experiment

1 asked subjects about their feelings toward the stimulus brands whereas those in

experiment 2 were focused more on assessing brand worth. In principle, it would be

possible for negative information recipients to experience a strong decline in their

feelings toward the target brand without necessarily lowering their evaluations of

brand worth to the same extent. That is, subjects may have felt negatively toward

the brand without necessarily concluding that it was useless, of low quality, or poor

value. The difference in attitude scaling across the two studies also may account for

differences in the strength of the two mediation tests. The link between attribute

beliefs and the more utilitarian measure of attitude may be stronger than that

between attribute beliefs and the more emotional measure of attitudes. This

question needs closer examination in future research.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

In a 1984 review of the negativity literature Kanouse suggested that more

effort be devoted to understanding the processes by which information valence

affects decision making. The current study takes a step in that direction, yielding

some interesting results. A principal finding of the current research is that

mechanisms other than differential weighting of negative information cues may at

least partially explain the negativity effect in the context of product communications.

Experimental effects pertaining to attribute importance assessments were weaker

and less systematic than those pertaining to non-targeted attribute belief changes in
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the negative information conditions tested in this research. Moreover, extensive

thinking about attribute importances, and changes in attribute importance ratings,

were more likely to follow from positive rather than negative information exposure.

These results are in conflict with the often expressed hypothesis that negative

information is weighted more heavily than positive information during decision

deliberations.

A better explanation of the results described above is that negative and

positive product messages often are subject to different processing mechanisms.

Negative information generally appears to be processed more systematically,

leading to logical updating of non-targeted attribute beliefs when attribute

relationships are strong. Perhaps as a result of the effort devoted to elaboration and

belief change operations, few importance thoughts were elicited by the negative

stimuli tested here. Positive stimuli, on the other hand, seem to have been

processed less thoroughly, leading to less focused thought patterns and less

systematic changes in attribute belief and importance ratings.

The logical belief updating mechanisms evoked by negative test stimuli in

this research are similar to the probabilistic thinking mechanisms investigated

extensively by McGuire and his colleagues during many years of attitude change

research (see McGuire 1981 for a review). Whereas McGuire's early work centered

on syllogistic (i.e., logical, deductive) reasoning, later studies have examined more

general operations of belief systems (McGuire 1990). As was the case in the

research discussed here, McGuire has repeatedly found evidence that changes to

one element of a belief system tend to produce systematic and predictable changes

in other parts of the system. The research reported here extends that body of work

beyond the realm of interpersonal communications about general life events to the

realm of impersonal communications about product performance. In doing so, this



research demonstrates the role that communication features, such as valence, may

play in stimulating the operation of such belief updating mechanisms. Future work

should investigate the ability of other communication features to stimulate these

same mechanisms.

Differences in the processing mechanisms elicited by negative and positive

product communications imply that marketing practitioners would do well to

consider message valence when designing communication strategies. One

immediate implication of the current research is that the effects of a negative test

report may be highly difficult to reverse. Simple attempts to reduce the importance

of a derogated attribute or to improve its evaluation are likely to meet with limited

success. As the effects of the negative report may have spread to related product

beliefs, some effort may be required to improve the perception of those attributes as

well.

An important question for future research is whether knowledge of

attribute relationships can be used to direct such remedial communication efforts.

One possibility is that perceptions of a derogated attribute can be more easily

improved by indirect attempts to change it. If consumers more readily accept

positive claims about an attribute which has not recently been derogated, this type

of approach may prove more effective than a direct rebuttal. The task of the

communication strategist thus would be to determine the structure of attribute

inter-relations, and thereby decide on the link(s) to be exploited in a particular

response.

A second implication of the current research is that efforts must be made to

maximize the processing of positive product communications. This point has direct

relevance for the task of responding to negative communications. Given

asymmetries in message processing levels, it may be necessary to employ more than
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a single positive message to counter the effects of a negative message. Whether the

use of multiple messages is superior to attempts at increasing message processing is

a question for future research. Factorial designs in which message valence, message

repetition, attribute correlations, and processing manipulations are systematically

varied will be necessary to improve our understanding of this complex situation.

Limitations

Given the controlled environment in which this research was conducted,

generalization of the conclusions must be done with care. One factor in particular

that may have contributed to the current results is source credibility. As consumer

purchasing guides are a credible source of both positive and negative product

information, they were suitable for the current design. It is quite likely, however,

that responses to the stimulus messages would have differed with the use of an

alternative source. One possibility is that messages would more often be rejected,

leading to a lower overall incidence of belief updating activity, if the source of a

negative message lacked credibility.

Results might also have differed if other message features or situational

variables caused greater processing of the positive stimulus materials. If subjects

had been strongly motivated by claims that they would receive one of the cameras as

compensation for their research participation, for example, patterns of message

processing, message elaboration and belief change may have been more similar for

the two valence conditions. Additional research is needed to determine whether

other variables which moderate message processing activity reduce the strength of

the negativity effect.

Finally, results of this research should not be generalized to other product

categories without additional investigation. As performance features of an
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electronic device are likely to be associated in consumers' minds, the propensity for

non-targeted belief change may be high. In categories where product features are

not mechanically related, the incidence of such effects might be lower. A challenge

for future research is to determine whether the observed differences in negative and

positive message effects are the same under these alternative experimental

conditions.
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NOTES

1. A sixth attribute, length of warranty, was also included in test

materials. Although this feature probably contributed to overall brand

evaluations, it differs from the other attributes in emphasizing service rather

than product performance. It thus is possible that belief change processes

related to warranty would differ from those for the other attributes. Although

the average change in warranty beliefs was large for some experimental groups,

results failed to reach significance, suggesting a great deal of variation about

these mean changes. Given potential differences in the hypothesized process of

belief change for this attribute, it was excluded from further analysis.
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TABLE 1

AVERAGE NUMBER OF THOUGHTS PER RESPONDENT
REPRESENTING EIGHT INFORMATION

PROCESSING CATEGORIES AS A FUNCTION OF STIMULUS
MESSAGE VALENCE

Experiment 1 Experiment 2
Categories Negative

Treatment
Positive

Treatment
Negative
Treatment

Positive
Treatment

Statement of Affect 0.14 0.20 0.00 0.06

Source Evaluation 0.48 0.35 0.47 1.18

Message Encoding and 0.29 0.15 0.47 0.29
Interpretation

Attribute Importance 0.57 1.30 0.71 1.00
Assessments

Request for Additional 0.43 0.35 0.06 0.41
Information

Message Elaboration 1.10 0.65 2.00 0.94

Decision 0.57 0.40 0.29 0.29

Miscellaneous 0.10 0.20 0.06 0.18

Overall Average 3.67 3.4 4.0 4.35



TABLE 2

BELIEF CHANGE, IMPORTANCE CHANGE AND ATTITUDE CHANGE
AS A FUNCTION OF STIMULUS MESSAGE VALENCE

Experiment l a Experiment 2b

Negative
Treatment

Positive
Treatment

Negative
Treatment

Positive
Treatment

Targeted Belief - 3.49c 1.64c -3.71 3.35
Strength

Targeted 1.45 2.85 0.79 1.00
Importance
Strength

Related Belief -0.56d 0.44 - 0.78c - 0.08c
Change

Unrelated Belief -0.05 0.38 0.50 0.59
Change

Related Importance -1.39 - 3.66c -0.29 -0.08
Change

Unrelated 0.30 0.87 - 0.19 - 0.16
Importance Change

Attitude Change - 1.67 0.63 - 0.57 0.55

n 21 20 17 17

a Entries in the table for experiment 1 represent differences in average ratings of
experimental and control groups. Accordingly, test results refer to differences between
experimental and control groups.

b Entries in the table for experiment 2 pertaining to non-targeted product attributes
represent measured changes in belief and importance. Entries pertaining to the targeted
attribute are deviations from the scale midpoint. Test results refer to differences between
the two experimental groups.

c Significant at .01

d Significant at .10



TABLE 3

MEDIATION TEST FOR EXPERIMENT I a

Test
Criterion

Dependent
Variable

Independent
Variable 1

Independent
Variable 2

Negative Treatment Positive Treatment

1ii
(t)

P1 132
(0

P2 (31
(I)

P1 [2
(t)

P2

1 Attitude Targeted 0.27 .01 0.10 .01
Change Belief (8.40) (3.85)

2 Targeted Targeted 2.82 .01 2.98 .01
Importance Belief (11.93) (12.95)

3 Attitude Targeted Targeted 0.29 .01 -0.01 .84 -0.00 .99 0.03 .20
Change Belief Importance (3.06) (-0.20) (-0.02) (1.34)

2 Related Targeted 0.09 .05 0.07 .03
Belief Belief (2.10) (2.37)
Change

3 Attitude Targeted Related 0.25 .01 0.23 .16 0.11 .01 -0.07 .74
Change Belief Belief (7.19) (1.45) (3.46) (-0.33)

Change
2 Unrelated Targeted -0.01 .76 0.06 .05

Belief Belief (-0.31) (2.07)
Change

3 Attitude Targeted Unrelated 0.11 .01 -0.19 .39
Change Belief Belief (3.83) (-0.89)

Change
2 Related Targeted -0.25 .13 -0.56 .01

Importance Belief (-1.58) (-3.12)
Change

3 Attitude Targeted Related 0.11 .01 0.00 .91
Change Belief Importance (3.11) (0.11)

Change
2 Unrelated Targeted 0.05 .65 0.13 .29

Importance Belief (0.46) (1.10)
Change

3 Attitude Targeted Unrelated
Change Belief Importance

Change

a Test procedure described in Baron and Kenny (1986). Note: results of step 3 arc reported only when the step 2
criterion is satisfied.



TABLE 4

MEDIATION TEST FOR EXPERIMENT 2 a

Test
Criterion

Dependent
Variable

Independent
Variable 1

Independent
Variable 2

Negative Treatment Positive Treatment

13 1

(t)
PI 02

(t)
P2 a 1

(0
PI P2

(t)
P2

Attitude
Change

Targeted
Belief

0.06
(2.64)

.02 0.07
(5.21)

.01

2 Targeted Targeted 0.43 .01 0.48 .01
Importance Belief (20.05) (19.13)

3 Attitude Targeted Targeted -0.19 .10 0.59 .03 -0.01 .92 0.15 .24
Change Belief Importance (-1.77) (2.41) (-0.11) (1.22)

2 Related Targeted 0.09 .01 -0.01 .78
Belief Belief (4.55) (-0.28)
Change

3 Attitude Targeted Related 0.01 .75 0.59 .05
Change Belief Belief (0.33) (2.13)

Change
2 Unrelated Targeted -0.06 .11 0.07 .02

Belief Belief (-1.68) (2.68)
Change

3 Attitude Targeted Unrelated 0.07 .01 0.01 .96
Change Belief Belief (4.17) (0.05)

Change
2 Related Targeted -0.03 .02 -0.01 .36

Importance Belief (-2.53) (-0.95)
Change

3 Attitude Targeted Related 0.07 .03 0.15 .75
Change Belief Importance (2.34) (0.32)

Change
2 Unrelated Targeted -0.02 .21 -0.02 .06

Importance Belief (-1.31) (-2.02)
Change

3 Attitude Targeted Unrelated 0.06 .01 -0.40 .26
Change Belief Importance (4.18) (-1.17)

Change

a Test procedure described in Baron and Kenny (1986). Note: results of step 3 are reported only when the step 2
criterion is satisfied.



FIGURE 1

STIMULUS MATRIX - EXPERIMENT 1

Attributes

Brands Picture Weight Sound Warranty Color
Sharpness Quality Accuracy

Alpha 9 4.0 lbs 8 1 year 8

Beta 8 4.0 lbs 7 1 year 8

Gamma 5 4.5 lbs 7 1 year 6

Delta 7 4.0 lbs 8 2 years 7

NOTE: - Subjects were informed that picture sharpness, sound quality, and color
accuracy had been rated on a 10 point scale where 1 means extremely poor and 10 means
extremely good



FIGURE 2

TREATMENT MESSAGES - EXPERIMENT 1

A comparative test was run to see how the four brands of cameras adjusted to varying
light conditions. We used each camera to record a 5 minute video in which we moved
from one location to another, with different lighting conditions present in each location.
We started the filming outside in the shade of a tree, following which we moved into the
bright sunlight Next we walked into the testing laboratory where there was strong
overhead lighting, and finally we turned off the laboratory lights and recorded with only
the sunlight shining through the windows.

Experimental
Condition Brand Message

Average
Valence
Rating

Standard
Deviation

Negative
Treatment

Beta Adjusted slowly to change. Very
bad performance

- 4.67 0.49

Control Beta Satisfactory adjustment to change. 0.67 0.65
Group 1 Adequate performance

Positive Delta Adjusted quickly to change. 4.67 0.65
Treatment Excellent performance

Control Delta Satisfactory adjustment to change. 0.67 0.65
Group 2 Adequate performance

NOTE - Message valence was rated on an 11-point scale labeled "extremely
negative" (-5) and "extremely positive" (-5) at the endpoints



FIGURE 3

STIMULUS MATRIX - EXPERIMENT 2

Brand Indicative
Price (a)

Technical Tests Jury Tests

Weight
(Kg) (h )

Zoom
(mm) (c)

Picture
Sharpness

Color
Accuracy

Sound
Quality'

Battery
Duration

(min)

Ease of
Use

Visual Audio

Canon 7700 1,4 8,5-85 q + q 40 + _ q

x 10

Fuji% 8100 0,9 7-42 + q + 75 q q +
x6

Technia 8040 1,0 11-66 + q q 65 + q q

x6

Sony 8300 0,9 7-42 ++ + + 75 + q q

x6

Very good	 + Good
	

q Average	 — Poor	 — — Very Poor

(a) Price in French Francs	 (h) Weight with cassette and battery	 (c) Minimum and maximum lens sizes, magnification



FIGURE 4

TREATMENT MESSAGES - EXPERIMENT 2

A test was run to see how well the cameras adjusted to varying light conditions. We used each camera to record a 5 minute video in
which we moved from one location to another, with different light conditions present in each location. We started the filming outside in
the shade of a tree, after which we moved into the bright sunlight Next we walked into the testing laboratory where there was strong
overhead light, and then we turned off the laboratory lights and recorded with only the sunlight shining through the windows. The final
location was a very dim room with only candles for lighting.

Experimental
Condition

Message Average
Valence Rating

Standard
Deviation

1.24   Negative Treatment 9.18
Brand 	 ft	 Light Adjustment   

Canon
Fujix

Tech n ia
Sony   

++ Very good	 4- Good	 q Average - Poor - - Very Poor

Positive Treatment 1.94	 1.00   
Brand	 Light Adjustment 

Canon
Fujix

Technia
Sony 

++ Vet-% good	 + Good	 q Average - Poor - - Very Poor

NOTE - Message valence was rated on a 10-point scale labeled "extremely negative" ( I) and "extremely positive" (10) at the
endpoints.

0
+ +
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